Travel

MOVE YOUR BODY

A new festival celebrating queer club culture is
set to hit London this autumn. Body Movements
drops on Saturday 9 October and will take place
across 16 venues in Hackney Wick. During the
day and night, more than 40 emerging and
established queer, non-binary and trans artists
will represent LGBTQ+ club nights from across
the UK, including Adonis, Harpies, Hungama,
Love Muscle and Little Gay Brother. They’ll be
pumping up the jams, so come dressed to party.
bodymovements.co.uk
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UNLOCK LONDON

Just in time for Pride month,
Tour Londres has launched the
world’s first LGBTQ+ outdoor
escape game to play on your
mobile while you explore the
capital. Covid-safe, the game
takes you on a self-guided
LGBTQ+ history tour of central
London, with escape room-style
riddles to be solved along the
way. The tour takes about 90
minutes to complete and is
available from the Questo app —
available on iOS and Android —
in English and Spanish.

The world of travel is opening up again
(albeit ever so slowly), and LGBTQ+ tour
operator Out Adventures are planning
trips further ahead than ever before.
Their new tour calendar has group trips
scheduled for well into 2022, and includes
excursions to far-flung destinations
including Mongolia and Patagonia, as well
as the likes of Italy, Malta and Croatia
closer to home. Robert Sharp, owner
and cofounder of Out Adventures, told
Attitude, “The health and safety of our
clients is our driving force, and we will not
operate a tour until it’s safe to do so. This
means we will continue to postpone tours
until there is clarity surrounding what
travel will look like in the future. If a tour
is postponed, we offer our clients the
option of a refund or a credit on file with
no expiry. It’s as simple as that.”
outadventures.com
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